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NOTE ON POINTS AND SYMPLECTA IN THE 
METASYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY 
BY 
KIYOSI YAMAGUTI 
(Communicated by Prof. H. F'FCEUDENTEUL at the me-sting of March 31, 1973) 
In [2], Profekor FREUDENTHAL investigated the geometric properties 
of exceptional simple Lie groups of type r.B’d, Es, ET, Eel, namely the 
metasymplectic geometry. In this note, the relations : interwoven, hinged, 
between symplecta in the metasymplectic geometry will be interpreted 
by the nilpotency of the elements in ‘%I, and a condition of a point to 
be half incident with a sympleoton will be given. 
Throughout this note, we follow the definitions and notations in [2, 
also cf. 31, but the points (IPI, @z) are considered for @I, Spz in %34 such 
that [@I, @z] =0 [of. 2, Q 37). 
1. For @I, @2 in ‘&, by definition in [2, p. 462 (35.3)] 
(~1,~2)~*=~(djl~2+~2$)~*-~(~1,~*)~2-~(Qi2,~*)~1+or(~l,~2)~*, 
wherea=r&, +, +, il(=~z~s-l in [2]). Then, we obtain easily the following 
relations : 
U-1) (@1,@2)@s=b-- 1)(0x, 02) cDt for @g E %34, i= 1, 2, 
(1.2) (@1,@2)&@2=(w- l)(@l, @2) C&G2 for @I, @2 E 234. 
After a direct calculation, using [2, (35.4) and $ 401, and above relations, 
we obtain 
(1.3) 4(@1, @2)2@*=(@1, @2)p- 3(&C&, @*)&@z for all @* in &, 
where 
In [2, $ 421, it is proved that [@I, @4=0 implies (@I, @z)~=O. Con- 
versely, assume that (@I, @2)2 = 0, then from (1.1) we have (@I, @A) = 0, 
and (1.3) shows that [@I, @a] =O. Thus, the following proposition follows. 
Proposition 1.1: For symplecta @I, @2, <@I, @#=O is equivalent 
to [@I, &]=O (interwoven). 
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Proposition 1.2 : For (Pi, @s in ‘$&, the following conditions are 
equivalent each other : 
(a) (@l, @2Y=O, 
(b) (@I, !&)k= 0 for some integer k> 3, 
(c) (@I, @d = 0 (hinged), 
(d) (@I, &)a@*= -2(&i&, @“) &@pz for all @* in ‘&. 
Proof: (b) += (c) : Since LY #1, if (01, @a)W~ = 0 for some positive 
integer L, then (@P,, @a)=0 from (1.1). 
(c) --f (d) follows from (1.3). 
(c) + (a) : Using (d) and (1.2) we have (@I, @2)3 @* = 0 for all @* in 8&. 
(d) -+ (c): From assumption, (1.3) follows (@I, 02) Y= 0. By putting 
@*=@ in this relation, 4(1-01)2(&, @p2)2@2=0, hence (@I, @a) =O. 
Remark: In [2, $ 421, it is proved that for @I, @a in %34 [@I, @a] E & 
is equivalent to (@I, @a) =O, hence if (@I, 02) =0, (@I, @a)s@* E 584 be- 
cause of (d). Conversely, assume that (@I, @Q2@* E %?4 for all @* in ‘& 
then 
especially 
((c%,@2)2@*, (01, @2>2@*)=0, 
((@l, @2)2&@2,(@1, @2)2&@2)=0, 
then, using (1.2), 
(a--)4(@, @2)4@1@2, &@2)=0, 
i.e. (LX - 1)4(!&, @pz)‘3= 0 and (@I, @a) = 0 follows. Thus, (@I, @s) = 0 if and 
only if (@I, &)a@* E tB4 for all @* in %4. 
2. For symplecta @I, 02, @s, @4 such that [@I, @a] = 0 and [@a, @a] =O, 
Put 
(2.1) f(@1,@2;@3, ~4)=~3(~1,~2)~4+~4(~1,~2)~3, 
then f is symmetric with respect to @i and @a, (@a and @4), and anti- 
symmetric with respect to r@i, @al and rQi3, @al. Indeed, using [@I, @a] = 
= [ds,, @4] = 0 and Jacobi-associativity, 
= -[6364@2,@1]-[&3d4@1,@2] 
from this relation, we get easily [(@I, @2) @a, Go] -I- [<@i, @j2) 4?j4, @s] = 
= - C(@s, @4) @I, @a] - [(@a, @4) 02, @iI, that is 
f(@l, @2;@a, @4)+/(@3,@4; @l, @2)=0. 
Assume that f = 0, then it is proved that the two points A =(@I, &) 
and B = (@s, @4) are hinged. From the assumption, we have [@I, & A@4 + 
+d&A@3]=0, which can be written as 
2&,&&& @4+ 2& c54d5'1~2@3+(@1,@4)d&!52@3+ 
+ (@l, @3) &&2@4+ (@2, @4)(@1, @3) @1+(@2, @3)(@1, @4)@1=0, 
hence, using [2, 3 401, we have 
2@&2@3, @4)-(@l, @3)(@2, @4)- (@l, @4)(@2, @3)=0 
since @I # 0. This relation shows that (A, B) = 0, i.e. A and B are hinged 
because of (A, B)=(A@3, @4) [2, (56.1)]. 
Conversely, assume that the points A and B are hinged, then, from 
[2, p. 480, 65.7’1, there are symplecta @a in {A} and @4 in {B> such that 
@a and @4 are joined (verbunden). So we may suppose that A = (@I, @2) 
and B= (@a, @4), in which (@a, @4) = 0. Then it will be shown that 
&a A@+d&A@3= 0. From [2, 5 431, we have (@I, @4) =0 and (@pz, @s)=O, 
hence A@4= 0 and 64 ArP3=&&d$@3. To show that &&&@s= 0, we 
may assume that @a= ‘(: i), (:r. Then @t=‘-(z+” eg”y), (2) 
(i = 1, 2, 3) get simpler because of (@a, @4) = 0, [@a, @4] = 0, (@I, @a) = 0, and 
[@1,@21=0 pl im ies that P2 x PI’ = 0. A calculation shows that 
where S_= a(@3 P2, PI’}, then S_= - & sp @3(P3 x PI’) =0 [2, (32.4)] and 
~53 A@4 + 64 A@ = 0 follows. 
3. FREUDENTHAL proved that a point A and a symplecton @ are incident 
if and only if &A = 0 (or A& = 0) [2, $4 54 and 591. The following proposition 
is an analogy for half incidence. 
Proposition 3.1 : Let A be a point and @ be a symplecton, then 
the following conditions are equivalent : 
(a) The point A is half incident with the symplecton @. 
(b) $AG=O. 
(c) (A&3, A&&)=0 for all @a, @4 in %4. 
Proof: (a) --f (b). Put A=(@&, @s), [@I, !&]=O. Then, t&A&@*= 
= AC&@* + (&A -A@) &* = (@, @*) A@ + [&, A] &B* = 0, using [2, 5 691. 
Hence (b) follows. 
(b) -+ (a). Using the transitivity of metasymplectic group, we may 
assume that @= 
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Put A=(&, CJZ}, @g= i = 1,2, and assume 
. (b)’ &A&*=0 for all @* in !Rd. 
In the condition (b)‘, let @* is one of the form 
After a straight forward calculation we have &A&@*= 
where, 
(3-l) y= &y2-2J2y1- fhpi, P2'), 
(3.2) s= - *1~2-q2&+~{p1, P2'>+ ${P2, P1'}- 8y1y2, 
(3.3) P=(&+yl)P2’+2yzP~‘-282Py&Pz. 
From (b)’ it follows y = 4 = 0 and P = 0. Since [@p,, @a] = 0 we have & 62 CD = 
=&&CD, by comparing the l-a-element of the left matrix of &&a@ Y 8.3 
and of @a @I@, we obtain the relation 
281~2--{Pl,P2'3=28_22&-a{Pa, Pi}. 
Using this relation, the above expression (3.2) can be rewritten as 
(3.2)’ g= --ss,62-2~2&+~{Pl,P2'}-~yly2. 
Let us next assume that CD*= ‘(i 3, (i*,)‘, then 
&A&D* = 
‘6 
where, 
&=&(02+y2)P*'-t~2(01-y1)P*' 
(3.4) 
+ *{PI’, P*‘) P2’ + ${P,‘, P*‘) PI’+ (P*’ x Pz’) PI’. 
Using [2, (32.5)] with P= Pz’, PI = P*‘, PZ = PI’, and a relation ~{PI’, Pz’> = 
= & ys - ~$71, which follows from (3.1), we obtain 
(P*’ x P2’) PI’ = (PI’ x Pz’) P*’ + (y162 - 72 61) P*’ + 
+${P*', P1')P2'+*{P*', P2')Pl'. 
Hence, (3.4) can be rewritten as: 
(3.4)’ &=(&02+&01)P*‘+(P~‘xP2’)P*‘. 
Now, A@ has the form 
' 
where @=&&+&@~+P~‘xPz’. 
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Above relations (3.1), (3.2)‘, (3.3) and (3.4)’ show that the assumption 
(b)’ implies r=e=O, P=O, O=O, and it follows A@=O. 
(b) tf(c). from P, § 521, 
(Ad&, Aik%) = - &(A&, db) A = +($A&&, 04) A. 
Hence it follows that (b) is equivalent to (c). 
Remark: (a) + (b) in Proposition 3.1 is also proved, without using 
[2, p. 481 69.1 t 62.21 explicitly, as follows. From [2, 0 72, p. 482 (*)I> 
A@ = 0 implies @I @a @ = 0. Using Jacobi-associativity 
K@, 4511, [@2, P, @*Ill + P2, [P, @*I, I@, @1111+ w, @*I, [@2, [@l, @Ill = 0, 
-,.A u u-w 
or [@, @I] @a @@* + @a[@, @*I @@I = 0. Therefore, 
&A&D* = A&D* + ~6, AI C&D* 
= (&Bl, @2) &B* + (@I, &D,) a* [2, (35.4), $ 371 
..,-A4 u-.w 
= @@J, @l] mD* + @l[@, @2] @CD* 
- &(@2, &v) d&B, - i#Dl, CM*) &@2 
=o, 
because of 
m&D* = - [& tlj, @i*] - dM* &I+ = - i&&D*, @i) CD + #D, CD*) !i%J{ 
(i=l, 2) [2, 5 401. Thus &A&=0 follows. 
Proposition 3.2 : Let A be a point and CD be a symplecton, then 
it holds 
AGA@,*= 0 for all CD* in a. 
Proof: Put A = (@I, @s), [@I, @z] = 0. Since the metasymplectic group 
operates transitively on ‘&, we may assume that @2= 
Then @I is one of the form 
r(; $), (g’, and PI x PI = 2~9101, 01 PI = 0, 
Pl x 01 P* = *{PI, P*} 01, 01 o* P1= & (sp 01 a*) Pl, W= 0, 
& @* O1 = ; (sp O1 0”) O1 [Z, p. 462-4631. 
For any @*= in a, we have 
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and using @is= 0, A&A@* has the expression: 
r 0 
( 
0 ' 
0 
&@*sp Oi[O, @i-J-sp 01(QlP*'xP')) 
0 ) ' 0 0 
in which the 1-2-element of left matrix vanishes, because in the First term 
since 01 E Inv (‘%V) [l, p. 2291, and the second term is also equal 0 since 
it can be written as ${@r 2 P *‘, P'} [2, p. 458 (31.3.1)], 0 being an element 
of @. Therefore it follows A&A@* =O. 
Corollary: For a point A and a symplecton @, it holds A[@, A]=0 
and [&, A]A=O. 
Remark : In [2, $ 691, the conditions for a point and a aymplecton 
to be half incident are stated in dual form, but it does not hold the duality 
for the condition &A&= 0 in Proposition 3.1. 
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